A Shared Destiny
The Case For Promoting Sustainable Mining In Zimbabwe
Precious Murena Nyika - CEO Lafarge Zimbabwe

We Have Issues To Deal With In Building A Sustainable Mining Culture
Our USD12Bn Mining Economy By 2023 Will Carry A Significant Human Cost, Unless We Change

EVERY DAY
Cyanide and Mercury Are Incorrectly
Disposed Of Into Our Water Systems–
affecting water sources for communities
and livestock

364

90%
Of sampled mine workers had
not been tested for
Pneumoconiosis in the AGs
Occupational Health and Safety
Report on Mines 2020

Number of People In Zimbabwe
Daily Injured Due To Poor work
Safety Practices Due To Safety
Governance Failures

Sources : Business Times 25/6/20 , AG OHS REPORT 2020 , Chronicle 18/09/20
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The Importance of External Industry Benchmarking

Owner

Lafarge Has Global Leadership In Sustainability
Climate and energy
In 2019 we reduced net CO2 emissions per tonne of cement by
25 percent compared to the 1990 baseline.

Circular economy
We reused over 52 million tonnes of waste in our operations in 2019,
making us one of the world’s largest waste solutions companies.

Environment
Our freshwater withdrawal per tonne of cement in 2019 was 20 percent
lower than in 2015.
Community
We reached an additional three million people with our community
investments in 2018.

Facts and figures

~80

~2,300

countries

operating sites
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The Case For The Environment, Sustainability & Governance

Positive about the focus
on collaborative culture, connecting
ACE to cultural change (mindset)
- ACE Workshop

New dawn for H&S,
can see implementation happen
if we are pragmatic
Good process of refining ideas –
morphing ideas
into something better
- CEO Workshop

Initially people had an agenda
but over 3 days we started to align
and listen to each other

Good to have framework to work
In (for the workshop), seeing a 3rd
iteration of this input validates other’s
input and your own. Q: How do we
demonstrate the will to put other
strategies second to safety?
- ACE Workshop

- CEO Workshop

ACE applied in a great way,
good facilitation, leadership
debate (we need to stop talking,
start acting), making it tangible,
seeing ACE in Culture Mindset
is a great application
- ACE Workshop

- H&S Workshop
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Within The Myriad of Issues On
Sustainability and Development, One of
The Best Lens To Dissect These Is
Through The ESG Framework.
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) criteria are a set of
sustainability standards for a mine’s operations that the world is now
gravitating towards to screen lending and investment. How does a
company steward shared natural resources, manage its relationships
with employees and communities and practice governance standards

“If I had An Hour To Solve A
Problem, I’d Spend 55
minutes, determining the
questions to ask…”

to exceed legal thresholds of doing the right things?*.
*Investopedia

Albert Einstein

Looking At the ESG Framework Pillars

Sustained Development

Environment

At One With the Environment

Society
Doing Right By All

Governance

Acting With Integrity

Environment
One of the most impactful consequences of any mining project are its
effects on the environment, and here we can use examples across
dust emissions, wildlife, and water quality and availability. Taking the
example of water, as we are moving towards water stressed status due
to climate change, are our water supplies going to remain fit for
human consumption after we are done with our activities? Are we
capacitating small scale and artisanal miners to understand the issues
that we in the formal industry have been familiar with for a long time
around disposal of toxins? How are we supporting their development
and understanding of the realities that we are ultimately bonded in

The Earth is on lease.
We are borrowing it
from the future.

consequence? Credit dlapiper/manokore attorneys – promoting sustainable mining in Zimbabwe
19/10/20
All figures Full Year 2018
© 2018 – LafargeHolcim at a glance
© 2019 – LafargeHolcim at a glance
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Sustainability
There is a widely held belief that minerals carry a curse for the societies in
which they are found. Significant social disruption and violent conflict occurs,
particularly if communities feel sidelined and badly treated by the miners.
Locally, examples include the human displacement and resettlement that
took place at the Marange Diamond Fields in or around 2009, we have the
Cabo oil fields in Mozambique. Co-creating wealth with our communities isn’t
philanthropy, its enlightened self interest and understanding that ultimately,
the license to trade comes from the community. How do we move beyond
tokenism in our relationships with communities into actual partnerships?

Sustainable
Development Isn't An
Option. it’s the Right
Thing To Do

*Credit dlapiper/manokore attorneys – promoting sustainable mining in Zimbabwe 19/10/20
© 2018 – LafargeHolcim at a glance
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Governance
With over 364 people injured in workplaces daily including formal and
artisanal mines, it is clear that mining activities can affect quality of life and
health of both local communities and employees. Increased incidence of
tuberculosis, asthma, chronic bronchitis, and gastrointestinal diseases can
be traced to adherence of regulations around public and worker health in our
governance matrix. Are we doing the bare minimum to get legal clearance on
governance, or are we genuinely invested in taking the spirit of governance
and acting on it? Are we practicing leadership from the top on issues of
standards and controls to do right by our stakeholders?

*Credit dlapiper/manokore attorneys – promoting sustainable mining in Zimbabwe 19/10/20

Lets move beyond the
minimum and
embrace the spirit of
governance

.

© 2018 – LafargeHolcim at a glance

From A Local Perspective What Issues Stick Out In our ESG Matrix?
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Based On Our Strengths And Opportunities, How Can We Improve Our
Industry Overview On ESG?

Opportunity

1

Covid-19 has had an indelible mark on our industry, in forcing us to review our health and
safety protocols. How do we leverage this enhanced awareness on health and safety into
building an enhanced and expanded safety culture in our workplaces?
Strength

2

Are we able to use industry platforms to share and vet good practices? Can we lobby for a simple
rewards system that pays back the pockets of excellence amongst us that train and share their
skill with others including artisinals– with tax breaks as part of national competency
development?
Threat

3

How do we minimise the threats of negative societal reactions to our mining activities? How can we be
proactive in keeping current on the issues impacting communities globally and locally? Are we able
to tie in Social Impact Assesments with Environmental Impact Assesments as we run our
operations and value them equally?

Wrap Up
We May Not Have All The Answers, But When We

Start Asking The Right Questions, We Will Be
Halfway There.

All figures Full Year 2018
© 2018 – LafargeHolcim at a glance
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